
1st June, 2006 
Proofreading #10 

1. [Agreement] It is a an interesting game. Students can test their general knowledge through the game. 

2. [Choice] After receiving the donation, we will take back the production cost and send the rest surplus 

to the poor people. [s_ _ _ _ _ s] 

3. [Choice] All the money will get come from the class association. 

4. [Choice] Our two stalls will be located at the bottom back (right hand corner) of the hall. 

5. [Choice] Students need to make up at least five vocabularies words within ninety seconds. 

6. [Choice] Students throw toss one-dollar coins onto the rainbow board. 

7. [Choice] The aim of Operation Santa Claus is to earn collect/donate/raise money to help the needy. 

8. [Choice] The aim of organizing these stall games is to grow raise(bring up) the interest of the 

students in English. 

9. [Choice] We organize stores stalls of food and games to help the needy. 

10. [Choice] We will lend borrow the basketballs from the PE teachers. 

11. [Infinitive] We want our schoolmates to know more about different countries. 

12. [Order] After they learn learning the food names, when they go to other countries, they can know 

how to pronounce those words, when they go to other countries. 

13. [Order] Students get 5 balls on which a collocation has been written on a collocation. 

14. [Passive] Helpers divide are divided into boys and girls. Boys set up the stalls and girls decorate them. 

15. [Passive] Students will give be given a pile of cards. Those cards will lead them to Santa Claus. 

16. [Past participle] We will put up the game stalls in the cover covered playground. 

17. [Spelling] The budject budget for each stall is two hundred dollars. 

18. [Spelling] This game can raise their awareness about Hong Kong izzues issues. 

19. [Spelling] We will ask the bookshops to sponsor us stationeries stationery. 

20. [Subject + verb] ManyThere are many wrong pronunciations when the schoolmates speak English. 

21. [Subject + verb] Three Classmates pay three dollars to play once. 

22. [Subject] It needs They need to pay to play the games. 

23. [Subject] The stalls are for playing games and we use this activity to collect money and to brush up 

our English. 

24. [Uncountable] We will give participants a piece of paper with ten words. 

25. [Verb] Reading it aloud allows them to speak more English and practice practise their spoken English. 
 


